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This issue of Perspective starts, as has become our custom, with a chart of markets in the recent quarter,
this time plus some longer-term data. To that we have added some unusual text for a Perspective; we
hope you enjoy it. The first of the following articles discusses an issue affecting all our clients – why

we recommend global portfolio diversification, when investment performance in international markets
has been so poor and prospects seem rather dim. In the next article, Shannon offers some comments

on the recent Department of Labor ruling regarding “The Fiduciary Rule,” which meaningfully alters

the role and responsibilities of investment advisors. Then, we have an article from Louise, reviewing a

meeting DHR hosted for a number of clients in March. Since the response to it was quite favorable, we
intend to do it again. Many of you might want to consider attending. The last article features a work in
our “money art” collection. We hope you find it interesting.

Index Returns Compared: The Game of (or in) Life - or - It Ain’t Over ‘Til It’s Over

The arrows in the above chart might surprise you. Market news in January and February was so

distressing that many people did not even notice the results in March. In those first 60 days, sagging

prices brought back memories of past market collapses. The anxiety produced by such memories can
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trigger mental strategies of avoidance. People often tend to extrapolate recent experience too far into the

future; one often believes that beginnings foretell endings. When prices were down sharply and news was
bad, we received a number of questions from clients who felt concerned about their finances, about the
investment outlook, allocation and strategy. These conversations influenced the timing of this article.

Speaking of extrapolation, some encouraging detail lies in the first quarter’s returns. Two different charts
illustrate this point, the one above and the one below. Only one index appears in both – the U.S. Stock

Market in the chart above is the Russell 3000 in the one below. We only hope that the market gods are not

playing “tickle / slap” with us. Neither month nor quarter doth a market make, but the results do offer hope.
In percentage terms, the domestic stock market indexes performed as follows:
Index				

March		

Q1 2016

Notes on Our Strategy		

S&P500				

6.78		

1.35		

Large Cap Index

Russell 1000 Value			

7.20		

1.64		

Large cap value does well

Russell 3000			
Russell 2000			
Russell 2000 Value			

7.04		
7.98		
8.29		

0.97		
1.52		
1.70		

Total Domestic Market Index
Small cap blend (The Only Loss)
Small cap value does well

Regrettably, the international markets did not favor our strategies as nicely. Although small cap

outperformed large, both were negative. Small cap value outperformed small cap growth, but both were

negative. (We call that “a positive contribution to a negative outcome.”) Hard to say what comes next, but
then “next” is an outcome, which is very hard - may I say “impossible?” - to predict. The text below, on

the subject of seeking “outcomes,” comes from David Butler, an executive with DFA. I have modified and
paraphrased his article, but retained its purpose. If you met Dave, you would know why he wrote this; he
stands about 7’ tall and played a lot of college basketball. In this time of Go Warriors! in the Bay Area,

Dave’s words seem especially applicable to us. Please consider how this athlete’s mental experience might
be compared to one’s own when, attempting to remain rational, one confronts emotional distractions in
periods of volatile investment performance.
From Dave Butler:

Great athletes, from Olympians to all-star

you draw a foul. You have two free throws.

outcome. Now, please imagine yourself playing in a

contain the pressure and focus on the task? The

professionals, focus on process rather than

championship basketball game. Your team trails by
one point and just as the game clock goes to zero,
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Make both - you win; miss - you lose. How do you
great athletes look to process, with personal routines
they have performed thousands of times in practice.

They might go like this:
As you approach the free throw line, you start your

Investing is simple, but keeping
investing simple can be very hard.

routine, measured step by focused, measured step.

The components of the seasoned investor’s routine

where your right foot will anchor; you take a deep

the personal and family goals in the long-term; the

You step to the line and find the exact spot on it

breath and, looking at the basket, you notice the

paint peeling on the backboard or the net missing
a connecting loop - or anything else to help you

concentrate and calm your mind; you take the ball

from the referee; you look up and you focus on the
rim; you imagine the ball going through the hoop;

you dribble twice, flip the ball up, take a couple of

knee bends; you find the grooves on the ball, spread
your fingers across it, feel its texture - the rough

orange leather and the smooth black rubber on the

grooves – then time your motion so that your entire
body flows in synch, from your feet up through

your fingers, to the release of the ball and the follow
through of your hand – as the ball elevates and
descends to the basket. (“Nuthin’ but net!”)
The effective athletes do not focus on the

importance of the outcome, do not get nervous

or scared as the moment approaches. They turn
mentally and physically to the tried and tested
routine performed countless times in practice.

Following the routine dulls the noise of the crowd
and brings clarity of mind. Trust the process to
create the outcome.

The same lessons mark the seasoned, effective

investor. A chaotic market is akin to the gym, where

are similar: reflect on the long-term time frame;

evidence of long-term historical performance; the
inevitability of constant fluctuation of value; the

value of consistent allocation; the probable failure

of timing decisions; the careful selection of all the
components of the portfolio; the regular review

of goals, needs, the portfolio and its performance;

the dialogs with your advisor during good and bad

markets. Investing is simple, but keeping investing

simple can be very hard. A process develops muscle
memory, even brain muscle. You may summon it in
stressful times.

Global Diversification:

“You’ve Got the Whole World”

In 2014, The Spectrum Group, affiliating with

Vanguard Funds, in interviews with ultra-high

net worth investors in the U.S., learned that 43%
of them were unwilling to invest outside the

United States and, consequently, their investments
completely avoided international diversification.

Such diversification has been an established part of

investment discipline at DHR, but I thought it might
be interesting to add a few comments on why some
people do not diversify this way, before discussing
why we do.

opposing fans and players are doing everything

The economics of other nations remain foreign to

clarity? (End of Butler’s comments.)

the unfamiliar, and when our money is in the

possible to distract you. What is available to allow

many of us, even in this age. We tend to distrust
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question, even more so. Often visits to foreign

Let’s look at some numbers that provide an

of their opportunities, but rather dimmer views of

2015, the actual percentage allocation of capital

soil fail to bring back enthusiastic endorsements
the cultural differences, as far as making money

is concerned. For the last several years, relatively

poor investment performance has provided “I told

you so” justification for avoidance. Often investors

will explain that they get the diversification benefits
from investing in large, multi-national firms. After

all, everybody likes Coca-Cola, and we know very
well that Microsoft, Yahoo and Google operate

overseas as well. When foreign economies do well,

invested in equity, across the globe, as well as
DHR’s target allocations, were as follows:
				Global
			
Actual

DHR
Targets

United States:			
International Developed:
International Emerging: 		

60%
35%
5%

52%
36%
12%

that will show up in sales for those companies.

Several reasons support our international

regulated, more liquid and less expensive for

range of choices, the capitalization (small cap) and

Furthermore, our domestic market is larger, better
transactions than others.

All those statements are reasonable, yet the fact

remains that benefits do accrue to true international
investment. So long as an investor can accept

the “phase risk” – owning investments that do

diversification strategy. They are: expanding the

relative price (value) premiums, the correlation and
diversification return benefits, and the long-term
evidence, for example, from the so-called
“lost decade.”

not follow the performance path of the domestic

The range of choices:

investor’s portfolio. However, “phase risk” can be

that investor limit the choices to half the available

market – then those benefits will accrue to that

difficult for an investor. During those periods when

the U.S. market is doing well, and better than most,
then it will also be performing better than a global

portfolio. The internationally diversified investor’s
portfolio returns will be “out of phase” with the
domestic market, and out of step with what one

sees in the press, hears from neighbors, and even
hears from other investment professionals who

say “I can do better.” Tolerance of such risk often

requires understanding the reasons for what one is
doing, believing in the long term and persevering,
even though one appears to be losing ground in
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overview of global allocation. On December 31,

the moment.

If an investor wishes to diversify, then why would
universe? An approach that uses the global

opportunity set can provide both diversification
benefits as well as potentially higher expected

returns. While both U.S. and non U.S. equity asset

classes offer the potential to earn positive expected
returns in the long-term, they may perform quite
differently over shorter cycles. The performance
of different nations’ securities markets and

asset classes will vary over time, but no reliable
evidence exists that indicates performance can
be predicted in advance. Remaining invested

in the relevant markets at all times assures the

investor of receiving the benefits of positive return.

Attempting to make successful timing decisions

portfolios of growth shares. The performance of

part of the gain, which can be a lot. Over time, the

sometimes in synch, sometimes not, sometimes

out and in usually means missing out on the early
global portfolio will never outperform its highest
performing component – but who can predict the
identity and timing of that component?

Performance of investment premiums:

An additional part of the “opportunity set” comes
from the observations of premium performance.
The extra expected return from value portfolios

was established in Eugene Fama’s breakthrough

all of these premia rises and falls though time,
strong, sometimes not, sometimes even going

negative. But over long periods, the expectation of

their relative performance is reliable – even though
nothing guarantees these outcomes! Life, let alone

investment life, is about managing risk. One cannot
avoid risk. Those who seek to avoid risk often, in
the end, experience more of it than they thought
they were avoiding.

study and paper in 1992. The identification of the

Buying assets “on sale”:

prior to that. Since then, both of these premia have

theoretical in nature, speaks more directly to the fact

small cap premium occurred more than a decade
been exhaustively researched in all the global
markets and have been found to be sensible,

persistent through time, pervasive across markets
and accessible to investment at reasonable cost.

They can be placed into portfolios in a reliable, cost
effective way. If one starts with an understanding of
the investment potential of these premia and also of
diversification, then why not increase the list
of names?

In addition to Fama, Clifford Asness, a highly

respected finance and investment spokesperson,
suggests the following as reasons to rely on

seeking the premium returns. 1) Equity portfolios,
by theory, logic and historical evidence, will

outperform debt portfolios; 2) portfolios of small
companies, by virtue of the same reasons, will

outperform those of large companies; 3) portfolios
of value shares, as observed in the historical data,

by logic, intuition and experience will outperform

Further information, more contemporary and less

that international equity, and in particular portfolios
of European-based companies, have significantly
under-performed the domestic market for several
years. A recent industry “white paper” makes the
following observations:

• Earnings have driven U.S. and European returns
for years, but earnings for domestic companies
appear to be slipping.

• The price that U.S. investors are paying for
domestic corporate earnings has reached

elevated levels. The P / E ratio of our market,

as well as other valuation metrics, are high by
historical standards. Stocks are “expensive”
and continued increases become less likely.

• After getting past the downturn, Eurozone

earnings have been expanding. In 2014 and

2015, the growth accelerated and is expected to
continue.
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I don’t offer these general statements as forecasts.

Correlation benefits:

international investment will continue to fail.

diversification. However, the rational for that

However, they give pause to the idea that

We do not know what will happen in the future.
However, we do know the present – we know
valuations, we know the feeling in the air, we

witness the avoidance of investment overseas.
Indeed, the current atmosphere of avoidance

creates opportunity. By most measures, European
stock markets have discounted their prices.

Famous for his stock market investment acumen

and success, in responding to the question “How

did you do it?” Bernard Baruch said “I buy straw
hats in the wintertime.” John Templeton, one the
greatest value investors of the twentieth century,

might not be obvious. For example, in addition

to the “eggs and baskets” reason, one of the less
well known benefits of diversification is “low

correlation.” In its pure form, “low correlation”

becomes perfect negative correlation. That is a holy
grail – and no more realizable. However, one can
approach it in portfolio selection.

The explanation of the benefit of low correlation
goes something like this: (For this realization,

Harry Markowitz won a PhD and a Nobel Prize and
with it began Modern Portfolio Theory.)

advised: “Buy when others are afraid. Sell when

1. Return is positively related to

investors are often called “contrarians.”

2. We will measure risk by fluctuation in price.

they are greedy.” It is not for nothing that value

Multi-nationals as global diversifiers:

There remains another aspect of international

diversification, however, and that is multi-nationals.
From a vantage point atop a pretty tall mountain

non-diversifiable risk.

3. Two investments with the same risk will have
the same long term expected return.

4. If we combine the two investments in a

single portfolio, the return on the portfolio

is the same as the average return of the two
components.

from which to see the world, Bill McNabb, CEO of

5. If we combine the two investments in a single

1. The investment performance of a company’s

is not the same as the average fluctuation of

Vanguard Funds, offers the following thoughts:
shares correlates more closely with the

company’s home stock market than with their

portfolio, the risk (fluctuation) of the portfolio
the components – it is actually less.

revenue source.

If components of a portfolio have relatively similar

be a strong diversifier, but multi-nationals

international stock markets) yet their prices move

2. Currency exchange and its changing rates can
hedge away the currency exposure.

3. Within national markets the sector exposure to
different industries differs across countries, so
multi-nationals diminish diversification.
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McNabb’s thoughts address the wisdom of

long-term return expectations (as do domestic and
up and down at different times and in different

amounts, then the portfolio holding all of them

will have less fluctuation on its bottom line, which

means less than their average risk, and yet not give

up their average return. However, low correlation

If we extend our view beyond this single ten-year

capture and exploit. Everyone wants it, so investors

1900 through 2010, we find that the U.S. market

is at best elusive and unstable, thus very difficult to
tend to bid up the price of what seems to offer it.

In our opinion, one of the best ways to capture it is
though international diversification.

Over the eleven decades from
1900 through 2010, the U.S.
market outperformed the worldex-U.S. market in five of them and
underperformed in the other six.

period to encompass the eleven decades from

outperformed the world-ex-U.S. market in five of
them and underperformed in the other six. If an

investor seeks to realize the equity premium, to
diversify, and to avoid market timing, then we

believe the best strategy appears to be a globally
allocated portfolio, held for the long-term.

The Department of Labor and
the “Fiduciary Rule”

The “Lost Decade”

Think back to late 2009. The collapse had ended

By Shannon Stone

in mid-March and, by late in the year, the market

Over the last year, there has been a lot of talk

at the end of 2009, the cumulative return on the

professionals. The Department of Labor’s

had recovered about 75% of its losses. However,

S&P500 over the preceding ten years was negative

9.1%. That unusual event frustrated many investors
and caused the media, full of lamentation and

speculation, to refer to it as “The Lost Decade.”

However, global investment conditions had been
more favorable for investors. Most asset classes

outside the U.S. generated positive returns over the
course of the decade, as reflected below.

(DOL) 1,000 page proposal is geared primarily

towards industry conduct standards, particularly
in retirement savings accounts (also known as

IRAs, 401(k)s, 403(b)s, any tax-deferred growth

investment vehicles). The purpose of this article is
to both inform our clients of the rule and provide
some insight on the many ways that we at DHR

hold ourselves accountable as fiduciaries for all of
our clients.

Global Index Returns Jan. 2000–Dec 2009
		

about the new “Fiduciary Rule” for investment

Total Cumulative Return (%)

S&P 500 Index					

−9.10

MSCI World ex USA Index (net div.)		

17.47

MSCI World ex USA Value Index (net div.)		

48.71

MSCI World ex USA Small Cap Index (net div.)

94.33

MSCI Emerging Markets Index (net div.)		

154.28

MSCI Emerging Markets Value Index (net div.)

212.72

According to Investopedia, a popular online

resource, the definition of a Fiduciary is as follows:
“A Fiduciary is responsible for managing the

assets of another person, or of a group of people.

Asset managers, bankers, accountants, executors,
board members and corporate officers can all be

considered fiduciaries when entrusted in good faith
with the responsibility of managing another
party’s assets.”
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When one adds in the DOL’s definition of the

commission. When Davis left the broker / dealer

before their own profits”- we now have created a

leave a commission-based world. Similarly in my

term Fiduciary- “putting their clients’ best interest
“hotseat” for some individuals in the investment

community who rely on commissions as their only
source of income.

At DHR, we have always operated as Fiduciaries.
I am not here to tell you that DHR is perfect or
always is as timely as we would like; it simply

professional experience I have worked at advisory
firms where the brokers operated with competing
goals; Do I feed my family or serve the client? I
have seen many advisors over the years churn

accounts, change mutual funds, and sell products
with higher commissions all ostensibly in the
name of “doing the best for the client”.

would not be true. I can tell you, at DHR client

DHR does not receive any “backdoor”

are taken into account when discussing one’s

any mutual fund that we use in your portfolio.

needs vary and their individual circumstances

unique position in life. Additionally, we prepare
in advance of meetings with each client. A

client’s circumstances come into play many

times throughout the year. Most notably would

compensation, fees, trailers or commissions from
We believe in being transparent and pursuing low
cost opportunities. We are a fee-based advisory
practice.

be during a rebalancing discussion, but it’s not

At DHR “business as usual” includes conducting

is approaching. In addition to such planned

as we build portfolios. We focus on deepening

limited only to those times when a client meeting
reviews, unexpected events also cause portfolio

reviews. Ultimately, we look at this rule and don’t
see many changes that we need to make with the

exception of a few internal annual administrative
documenting tasks. The professional culture

at DHR accounts for this and is rooted in this
perspective.

While successfully managing portfolios is our
primary goal, creating deep, meaningful and
lasting relationships that serve and meet our

clients’ needs are equally important. Like any

other business we must generate profits in order
to stay in business, but not at the expense of

prioritizing products because they pay DHR a
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industry one of his main driving factors was to

research and looking for alternative investments

and strengthening our existing relationships while
creating new ones. We strive to improve our

processes and efficiencies to operate at the same

level of integrity that we always have and to keep
our clients apprised of these ongoing changes. It

is a pleasure to work with other professionals who
embrace the same values.

“Where Did I Put My Keys?”
By Louise Rothman-Riemer

Several years ago I wrote the following little poem:
Time is a mountain eclipsed by a star
Time is a moment so near yet so far

Time is expandable like a child’s balloon

Time is something that happens too soon.

difficult life changes. When they find themselves
forgetting names or find frequently misplacing

where they put things, they can’t help but worry

that this could be the start of dementia. The normal
aging process is not so bad, but dementia? Who

wants to think about that? Who wants to think it is
happening to them? No one! But it does happen.
Planning ahead for dire possibilities can make

things easier for oneself and for those who can and
will need to help.

When we are young, time can often seem to go

DHR recently hosted an event with Advisors

seems so far off it can hardly be imagined.

clients. Carolyn Lonner, Lauren Eppinger and

slowly and the future (for example being “old”)
Towards the end of our lives time seems to race,

until we reach our own tipping point and then time
slows down and eventually stops. While time is
still moving at a seemingly steady pace one is

well-served by planning ahead for that sloweddown time that is likely in one’s life. Planning

ahead can help make the transition to a slower time
of life more comfortable and less anxious.

This often means thinking about uncomfortable

possibilities for the future. It means turning to our
family and some times a close friend to ask some

on Aging to which we invited several of our

Sheri Hartman are geriatric social workers who

have spent 50 years combined working with older
adults and their families around the challenges of
aging. Together they formed Advisors on Aging,
recognizing that there was a significant need not

only for information on aging, but also for active
intervention by family, friends and professionals

when an individual experiences the complications
of aging. Their presentation was excellent. I have

recaptured some of the information they provided
to share with a greater audience.

hard questions about ourselves and about what the

As we age our brains are begin to shrink, especially

up our minds and hearts to what we might feel,

cognition. Blood flow to the brain also decreases

future might bring. Questions that push us to open
hear, and fear.

Older individuals are more likely to forget things.
When they forgot similar things when they were

younger they did not worry about forgetfulness.

But to an older person, it can raise uncomfortable
questions about cognition and possibilities of

in parts of the brain important for memory and

and so the brain receives less oxygen as we age,

particularly in the area of the brain responsible for

verbal ability. Neurons are also not communicating
as efficiently as they once did. The result is that
individuals are left trying to recall that name or

thing they knew so well. One’s ability to multi-

task diminishes, and one is not as likely to pick up
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new concepts as easily as before and it can take

nature, or the speaker may get “off track” in their

moment, but can readily recall what they wanted

to the point they were making. Difficulty with

longer to respond. Older people can forget in the
to remember a bit later.

Some older adults may experience “Mild

Cognitive Impairment” (MCI) which is a cognitive
impairment that falls between normal aging and
dementia. This change may be noticeable to

family and friends but does not affect one’s ability
to carry out every day activities. MCI does not
necessarily lead to dementia.

Dementia is the term used when cognitive decline
interferes with daily life. Alzheimer’s is the

name / word most commonly associated with

dementia and is the leading cause of dementia

but there are many diseases and conditions that
can cause dementia. What are the warning

signs of dementia? For a diagnosis of dementia,
two of the following are mental functions

must be significantly impaired: 1) memory, 2)

communication and language, 3) ability to focus

and pay attention, 4) reasoning and judgement, and
5) visual perception.

Examples of such dementia / memory loss

instances which negatively impact daily life
include: forgetting how to do familiar tasks,

writing and reading, or difficulty tracking time,

planning activities and then taking initiative are

also signals that something is likely wrong. Other
significant warning signs of dementia include:

mood and personality changes, withdrawal from
people and social situations, problems with

judgement, changes in personal appearance, vision
changes, and difficulty with perception.

If you are concerned for yourself, a loved one, or

possibly a friend, what should you do? A first step
is to contact that person’s primary care physician,
and request or suggest a referral to a neurologist
and /or a neuropsychologist. Neurologists

specialize in diagnosis and treatment of disorders

of the nervous system which include the brain, the
spinal cord, and the nerves. A neuropsychologist
has special expertise in brain-behavior

relationships. The goal of the diagnostic process

is to rule out all other medical conditions that may

cause memory loss, such as medication side effects
or interactions, Vitamin B-12 deficiency, tumors

or infections in the brain, blood clots in the brain,
chronic alcoholism, depression or stress, and / or
thyroid, hormone or other metabolic conditions.

constantly losing items and not being able to

If a diagnosis of dementia is made it will be very

having had previous discussions, word-finding

special friends, in order to plan ahead, for what

retrace steps, not remembering recent events or
difficulties, and repeating oneself or asking the

same question(s) as if for the first time. There can
also be serious issues with speech and written

communication; speech can become vague in
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conversations with little sense of how to get back

important to talk with close family members and
are likely to be an increasingly deteriorating

situation. Many questions will need to be asked
and answered. What medications may help? Is

participation in clinical trials a possibility? How

best can family and friends respond? What type

of care giving will be required? What options are

available both at home, in a program or a facility?

David Channel and the
Art of Voodoo

It is also important to talk with professional

This piece of our money “art” has an unusual

matters, and accounting.

French Quarter Fest in New Orleans for several

advisors with expertise in financial planning, legal

For a start on additional information and/or help
you can contact: Advisors on Aging at

www.advisorsonaging.com, or if you’d like a
referral to diagnostic center consider:
UCSF Memory and Aging Center:
www.memory.ucsf.edu/ourcenter

UC Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Center:
www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/alzheimers
Ray Dolby Brain Health Center,
CPMC Neurosciences Institute:

cpmc.org/advanced/neurosciences/brainhealth
After reading the above passages you may ask

yourself, “What about me? What can I do now?

Can anything delay or ward off dementia”? It may
not be possible, especially if there is a genetic

factor involved, but we do know one helpful factor
is exercise. Exercise, exercise, exercise! Exercise
your body and exercise your brain. Meditate.

Learn new skills. Be social. Keep working. Stay
involved with people, ideas, and projects! As the

old colloquialism goes: “If you want your parts to
move, you’ve gotta move your parts”.

genealogy. Louise and I went annually to the

years, for a jazz festival superior even to their great
“Jazz Fest.” Between musical performances, we

would wander through “the Quarter.” On our first

trip, I discovered a small shop selling local crafts,

among which was included a collection of voodoo
dolls from a Southern Louisiana maker. The dolls
mixed the maker’s actual belief system with a

healthy dollop of tourist appeal. Among the many
dolls’ appeals to the spirits, I found one seeking

guidance about money, so I bought it. It was fun to

have. The next year – and the next and the next, we
returned to New Orleans and I to the same shop,

where I accumulated four of these dolls described
as being able to help their owner acquire, hold on

to and grow money. One came in its own cardboard
coffin. Another had with it a small vial of powder
and one a vial of oil, each of which enabled its
user to perform some form of manipulation of

“money spirits.” All of them invoked forces in the
relationship between people and their money. (“A
fool and his money?”) The dolls entertained me,
but I had no idea what to do with them, so I set

them aside, until one day when David Channell,

our art framer, visited our office. Over time, David
had become more and more familiar with our

collection. On the day of this visit, as we were

discussing another framing assignment, I told him I
had a problem with something. I showed him these

dolls, explained them to him, and asked: “What do
I do with them?” He said: “You give them to me!”
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So, I did. After a few weeks, he returned with this framed piece. He had found the frame pieces, built the shadow
box, placed the small vial and stuck in the pins, then burned the beer cans, cut them down the sides, and inserted
the candle holders. Perfect! I think it is one of the finest marriages of frame and “art” I have seen. Then, later, as

a last step, he brought in a prayer “Kneeler,” which we placed right in front of the piece, thus enabling me to tell
visitors: “When the markets turn against us, I turn to this.” (Voo knew?)
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